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Overview of the 12 case studies
Project Name
Main Financing
Instrument

Refrigeration
and Air
Conditionning
NAMA Grant
Mexican New
Housing
NAMA Grant

Green Sukuk
Private Investors
Amazon Fund
Norwegian
Grant

Sustainable
Urban Transport
NAMA Grant

Solar Rooftop
Programme
GCF loan and private
cofinancing

Green Energy Corridor
KfW concessional loan
Self Supply
Renewable Energy
NAMA Grant

Sustainable
Landscape
Programme
GEF Grant

REI4P
GEF Grant and
Cofinancing

SANBI
Adaptation
Fund Grant

REDD+
Norwegian
Grant

Sectors
Land Use
& Forestry

Housing

Electricity

Urban
Transport

Heating and
Cooling

Adaptation

Green Bonds
(Multi-sectoral)
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Concept of transformational change

Relevance

Scale of Change

Transformational
Change

Sustainability
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Core proposition I : Dynamic planning for transformational change
Sustainable Urban Transport, Peru
Interaction

International
Strategic & functional
objectives

Domestic and
international rules

Material resources

Policy ideas

Improvement of traffic
efficiency, reduction of
pollution and accidents

Multilateral facility

Transformation of transport sector to
sustainable low carbon

Flexibility in providing technical
advice, capacity building & funding
5 mio Euro TC and 4
mio Euro FC

Domestic

Unquantified goal:
Modernisation of road
public transport

Policy ideas &
strategies

Sectoral priorities
and policy goals

Institutions
Change of ministerial staff

Policy matrix: common agenda,
dynamic planning & flexibility

Specific activities

Mobility plans in municipalities

Proposition: Identification of specific activities and dynamic planning are key
• Identification of partner needs best done in dialogue around support
• Requires flexibility of support within agreed target corridors
• Reflection of non-linear change processes
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Core proposition II: Alignment of ICF contributions
Green Sukuk, Indonesia (Green bonds, energy sector)
Interaction

International
Strategic & functional
objectives

Technical assistance

Domestic

Emission reduction plan, Midterm
National Development Planning

Policy ideas &
strategies

Goal: Re-financing + new financing of projects

Domestic and
international rules

Creating investment framework
Climate Budget Tagging

Material resources

Policy ideas

Investments
of USD 2bn
(‘18+’19)

Sectoral priorities
and policy goals

Institutions

Green Islamic Bond (Sukuk)
Specific activities
Low-carbon projects

Proposition: Alignment of ICF with government policies and programmes is
necessary
• But should not preclude further engagement in policy development
• Important to achieve common vision of transformational change of international &
national partners
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Core proposition III: Political will and transparency
Mexican New Housing, energy efficiency
Interaction

International
Strategic & functional
objectives

General Climate
change Law

Reduction of GHG
emissions in the
housing sector

2018: New government
change in political will

Domestic and
international rules
Energy-efficient
housing

Material resources

Policy ideas

Domestic

NAMA Fac:
Financing by KfW
of €14mil +
Technical Assist.

Disruption
of 75% of the
financing

Reduced budget for
social housing

Adjust focus: allow higher income
households and medium housing
developers to participate

Policy ideas &
strategies

Sectoral priorities
and policy goals

Institutions

Specific activities

Proposition: Political will and transparency as prerequisites
• ICF – host country interactions may foster political will to succeed, enhance
ownership, and improve policy making
• MRV as basis for trust and transparency, pilot implementation as success stories.
• Vanished and hampered implementation requires changes
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Conditional proposition I: political visibility

Example: Indian Green Energy Corridor
•

Goal: Expansion of electricity grid

•

Initially: slow progress

•

Visibility of ICF contributed to pushing the
project high up in the federal government’s
priorities

•

Contribute to moving climate action up in
the agenda setting process.

Proposition: political visibility can support transformational change of ICF
• High-level political visibility can improve the implementation of policies
and create the backing needed for climate policies
• Hard to attain and can back-fire
July 2020
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Conditional proposition II: institutional innovation

Example: Setting up wind power auctioning office
within South Africa’s REI4P
•

Goal: wind power investments

•

Initially: inertia around existing company

•

Setup of new auctioning institutions

•

Helped overcome vested interests and
inertia

•

Enabled private investments by new,
independent power producers

Copyright: Darling Wind Farm courtesy Warren Rohner (Creative Commons)

Proposition: Institutional innovation can support transformational change of ICF
• New institutions support change IF they address specific issues difficult to
resolve within existing ones

• Questions of ownership and institutional sustainability
July 2020
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Conditional proposition III: stakeholder participation

Example: Brazilian Amazon Fund
•

Goal: reduce deforestation

•

Setting up multi-stakeholder platform
with specific rights and duties

•

Engaging a wide range of stakeholders

•

Was able to reach diverse local actors

•

Trade-offs regarding participant groups

Copyright: courtesy of Leonard G, Public Domain

Proposition: Stakeholder participation can support transformational change of ICF
• Forming coalitions pro-change and providing legitimacy
• Requires a common interest in the success of the programmes
July 2020
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Conditional proposition IV: implementation modalities

Example: South African SANBI’s Direct Access to
the Adaptation Fund
•

Goal: enable local adaptation

•

SANBI as National Implementing Entity (NIE)

•

Directly accessing financing and managing
projects, incl. design, implementation,
monitoring and evaluation

•

Reaching a wide range of rural recipients

Copyright: Creative Commons

Proposition: (Enhanced) Direct access can support transformational change of ICF
• Can reduce transaction costs and enhance national ownership
• Usually requires extensive technical capabilities and, hence, assistance and
incurs costs for monitoring at the domestic level
July 2020
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Overview: Core and conditional propositions

Core
propositions

Conditional
proposition:
support
transformational change
under certain
conditions

1: Identification of
specific support
needs and dynamic
planning

4: Political visibility
of
projects/programmes
To overcome barriers
and provide stability

2: Alignment of
international climate
finance and domestic
policies

3: Political will to
succeed and
transparency

5: Institutional
innovation
Existing institutions
too weak or have
different directions
6: Stakeholder
participation
Perspectives of
stakeholders aligned

7: Modalities and
Direct Access
Small-scale
local actors

Conclusions
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Conclusions

Our seven propositions may serve as guidance for the design of effective ICF
contributions: potentials and trade-offs of current approaches

Need for transparent negotiation between national governments and donors for
the type of support based on the context of each project
Definition Finance - policy link: Instrument to assist scaling up from project
levels to national and sector-based transformation
ICF currently based on ODA approaches – but ICF for transformational change
needs to go beyond
Staying humble as provider of ICF should not prevent from thinking big:
ICF is (just) one element in transformational change processes among many, but
scaling up of finance very much needed

Please find more info, the full report and the background studies at
www.diw.de/snapfi
July 2020
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